The Case for De-Criminalizing Blackmail:
A Reply to Lindgren and Campbell
Walter Block'

ISTRODUCTIOK
The argument for legalizing blackmail is simple and
straightforward.' Blackmail consists of a threat or menace, coupled
u.ith a demand for monejr or other \-ahable consideration.' The threat.
however. consists of something the blackmailer has eyery right to do.
For example, it is entirely legal to engage in malicious gossip, or xvrite
a negative movie revieLv, expose past criminal beha\.ior. or refuse to
behend a person.' HOLY,then? can it be illegal' to threaten to do
something, Lvhen to actually engage in the activity ivould be legal? In
other Xvords, if I can licitly arite a negative review of a movie, book or
play, what would justifv incarcerating me for offering to refrain from
doing so, for a sum of money? Altemati\:ely, if it is lawful to jail me
for threatening to write this critique unless I am paid off not to do so,
how can it be properly lalvful to \\rite the critique in the first place?
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The +avo- acting: and offering not to act for a fee - naturally
together." In Blacbnail, Exrortion atid Free Speech: -4 Repl?:to
Pos i?el-, Eps teiri, .Yoozick a i7d L iiidgi-sn (her ein after ''Blach a il,
Extol-riot? and Free Speech"):' David Gordon and I contended that it
should be legal to sossip about a person's adulterous affairs, and to
Blackmaii may not
offer to refrain from such gossip for
be \:erq' nice, it may not be pleasant. it may be immoral, but as long as
the law confines itself to violation of psison and legitimate property
rights: as it should in the libertarian philosophy (the basis of this
reply),' there is no case for prohibition.
IVhy, then: the vimal unanimous rejection of this elementary
and uncomplicated analysis'?s There are s s e r a l possible explanations:
First: there is a failure by those a.ho have expressed an opinion on the
subject to even consider the legal m e k of blackmail. Instead, they
focus entirely on the deleterious effects of rhe activi~y:the lives ruined,
the unhappiness created, etc.' The implicit argument is that all harmfil
things ought to be prohibited by law." The flaw in this reasoning is

-

"go

5. Block & Gordon. supra note I .
6. On moral grounds. neither would be juC5ed. But here we are discussing uhat
the 12u. should be and not the requiremeniz of moral xtion. which is a w r y different issue.
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that there are many \va);s to harm people \vhich patently ought to be
legal. For example, if X opens a gocery store directly across the street
from B's grocery store, A n d l harm B.!'B might, as a result of his
frustration and anger at the competition, engage in wife beating, child
abuse, or even commit suicide. Would the injurious results of A's
conduct justify the legal proscription of any and all commercial
competition? Of course not. Alternatively, C might ask D out for a /
date, and D refuses him. The effects on C in such a case may be
disturbing. but in most of the free world D has every right to refuse C's
offer. Suppose. on the other hand, that D agrees to date C. D's
acceptance might h a m E, \vho is insanely jealous of D. For all of that,
mere harm is not suficient to \varrant prohibition. Violation of person
or property right is necessvy to justi@judicial intenention.
Second, there arz ths purported claims that the uniqueness of
blackmail itself should render it illegal. despite the foregoing
considerations. It is into this latter category that the \,iens of my
detractors. James Lindgrtn'? and Debra Campbell." may be placed.
Notwithstanding my disagreement \vith their views. it is apparent that
they have carefully considered the ramifications of this law. Their
analyses, ho\vever: are found wanting. In the next t\vo sections, I
consider the criticisms lex-sied at David Gordon and myself in response
to Blachiliiii. €.TiGI.';"
,.,,)I
.z:d F v e S p e c ~ h . ' ~

11.

Block & Gordon. r:qru note 1
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1. LINDGRET
Lindgren begins by inaccurately characterizing Blackmail,
Extortioi? and Free Speech” as mairitaining that “blackmail or
extortion threats should no longer be criminal.“I6 This statement is
erroneous. First of all, Gordon and I sharply distinguished between
blackmail (a righthl threat, such as to tell a secret obtained
legitimately) and extortion (a \vronghl threat, such as to murder or
maim), holding the latter properly illegal, and the former improperly
so.” Second, we did not maintain that blackmail should ”no longer”
be criminal. This implies that at one time M’e belie\.ed blackmail to be
properly criminal, and now we do not: or that in our vieiv blackmail
\\.as once appropriately prohibited sa!-. until 1953. but then, more
recently, because of something that occurred in that :.ear: lye no longer
hold such a view. Neither implication is true. Throughout our
professional careers, Gordon and I ha\.? maintained that blackmail
should be l a w h l .
Lindgren next mentions that he “looked at blackmail and tried
to explain what is particularly immoral, inefficient or harmful about the
behavior.”I8 In contrast, he states that in Blacbnaii, Extortioil aiid Free
Speech, we ask: “What rights does blackmail violate?” and “conclude
that informational blackmail violates no right of the victim and thus
should be legal.”” This approach is problematic for several reasons.
First, Lindgren appears to have placed blinders on his eyes before he
el’en began his critique. He assumes that the explanation for the
prohibition of blackmail is a rational one. He fails to even consider that
the legal proscription o f blackmail could be mistaken and
incomprehensible on rational grounds. Lindgren appears to rule out
such a finding before he even begins, surely not a methodology in
keeping with scholarly thought.

15. Id

16. Lindgqen, supra note 12. at 35.
17. B1& & Gordon, supra note 1
18. Lind‘gren, 3&ra note 12. at 36.
19.

Id
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Second, Lindgren spends a great deal of time discussing the
\*ictiin,all the Lvhile adumbrating the position espoused in Blacklmil,
Exforfioii aiid Free Speech. Lindgren would attribute to us the view
that “blackmail violates no right of the \ktim.“’@ This is, of course, not
the case. Mors importantly, ho\ve\.er, there is no “victim“ involved at
all. Lindgren attempts to characterize our yiew as including a victim,
and to further mention that none of his rights are violated. But if the
“victim‘s‘‘ rights are not violated. in \\.hat sense can he be seen as a
“victim“’? On the contraq’. our view was that the person Ivho pays
money to the blackmailer is a beneficia??. of his. which implies, of
course. that the blackmailer is not an exploiter, but rather a benefactor.
The \vord “\.ictim” is thus inaccurate. Ifore exact. and certainly more
neutral and less pejorative a term. would be .bblackmailee.“”
.4. E i ? i p ~Searclt
*
\Ye now arrive at n.hat Lindgren calls our “empty search for
\jiolations of rights.‘’” U-hat were 1J.e supposedly looking for? His
first stab at this is at the self-described “trivial 1eL-el:’’where he posits
that “even’ crime in\.ol\.es a violation of rights - if only a citizen’s
right to be free of the Seha\.ior prohibited by the crime. A homicide is
criminal since it violates the right not to be killed.“”
Although he is kind enough not to tax us ivith this
interpretation, I cannot accept the \.iew that this characterization is true
even in the trivial sense he thinks it is. On the contrary. this is a bit of
thinly disguised legal positivism.” according to Lvhich, whatever the
legislature. court. or law prohibits not only is illegal. but ought to be so
20. id
21. The dictionary lists no such word. Exidently. at least in common parlance,
“iictim ofblackmail” is a redundzncy. At least to this extent. then, Lindgren, not Gordon and
myself. is correct.
22. Lindgren. supra nore 12, at 36.
23. Id.
21. Legal positi\,ism is the doctrine that all man-made or legislative-made law is just.
Thus. it IS a logical contradiction 10 say. “This law w2s passed by the duly elected legislature,
but is unjust.“ The Nazis and Communists, needless to say, could take great comfort from this
doctrine
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considered. Suppose, for example, that the law mandates that all JeLvs
are to be summarily put to death. If Liidgren ivere correct, this law
nrould imply that non-Jewish citizens ha1.e “a right to be free of the
behavior committed by the crime,” namely the crime of other people
being Jewish. Similarly, a rent control law would imply that people
ha1.e “a right to be free” of free market rents, as Lvould the draft imply
that people ha1.e “a right to be free” of n.hat?” Freedom? But all this
is nonsense, not a serious piece of legal ayalysis. It is simply not true
that people have a right to be free of other people being Jeu,ish, or from
free market rents. or from freedom itself. no matter ivhat the law of the
land. On the contrary, it is alu.ays possible to ask of a law enacted by
a legislature: Is it a just law? Is it a proper law? Is it a legitimate laiv’?
With Lindgren‘s interpretation it \vould be impossible (or at least
meaningless) to ask such questions.
It is thus entirely beside the point that “most states treat
blackmail as a species of theft” and see the practice as a “threat
typically violat[ing] the \.ictim‘s ci\d right to keep his property and be
free of duress.‘’26 The question is ivhether state legislatures are correct
in their assessment of blackmail. a point Lindgren ignores.
As Lindgren sees our position. something can be criminal “only
if it violates some other lam.. only if there is a source of illegality
independent of the law against the particular behavior.“” How he
am\.es at this juncture is a bit of a mysteT. unassisted by his failure to
cite anything from Blachail. Extol-riou aiid Free Speech \i.hich 1s.ould
support this idiosyncratic interpretation. After this start, it cannot be
denied that our author utterly de\.astates the idea; the only drawback to

25. It might be argued that neither laas penajning to rent control nor those pertaining
to the draft are criminal matters. .4s a matier of legal positi\,ism, this is undoubtedly true; at
least i n many jurisdictions. But this IS merely one i\ay of categorizing legal enactments.
Surely people who \,lolate either of these 1au.s can be subject to criminal penalties. Consider
the landlord n.ho insists upon charging a-hate\-er he wshes for his property. He is hauled into
c0~1-i
and fined. I f he refuses. as he ibould ha\e e \ e p libertarian (not legal) right to do. he \+ill
certainly be incarcerated (1 0a.e this objection to an anonymous referee).
26. Lindken, supra note 1-1. at 37.
27. Id. at 36.
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demolishing this “straw man” is that it has nothing at all to do \s.ith our
vieivs of blackmail.
It is difficult, if not impossible. to justi6 prohibiting murder or
any other crime on these grounds. but these are not our grounds. In my
~ ~ i e criminal
w,
codes are justified only to the extent they are limited to
protecting persons and property against ini.asions by other people.
This. indeed. is the basic axiom of the libertarian political philosophy.
In this vie\{.. a major cause of injustice in the \vorld is created by
go\-srnments nrhich go b e j m d these limitation^.'^ It is improper. for
example, for the state to compel citizens to aid one another, Lvhether
directly (forcing someone to save a droLsning person) or indirectly
(e.g.. the u.elfare state).” But this applies not only to injustice. but also
to pragmatic failures such as econornic inefficient).. Murder is an
attack on an indi1,idual’s most important piece of private property, his
0n.n person. Similarly, rape, assault. batten and kidnaping are all
interferences Lvith bodily property rights. and as such are clearly
illegitimate. Thefi. arson and fraud are all border crossings, uninvited
incursions: it is entirely proper to extend to victims of these practices.
too, the protection of the criminal lam,.
If this is only “common sense.“ it applies equally to blackmail.
the subjsct under disiussioii. I i ~ i ~:hat~ i~i is ~i n ~p q ~? r ~to ?roscrjbe
: ~
blackmail precisely because blackmail does not amount to initiation of
violence against innocent persons or their property, not “if it violates
some other law,” as Lindgen contends.:” Yes. “the search for violated
rights leads no\vhere.“” but not because such a search implies that for
an action to be criminal “it must be subsumed in another crime.“” Kor
can I see my \Yay clear to agreeing \vith our critic that outlawry is
justified on the ground that “civil law provides . . . [this] remed[y] for

28 For an elaboration, see supra note 8
29 For a cntique of the tarter. on tFe ground that it hurts elen ~ t sintended
beneficianes. IO say nothing of society as a \\hole see C H ~ R L EVS LV
R R ~ LYO.S l l G G R O L ~ D
4kIERlC4U sOC14L POLlCl FROM 1950 TO I980 ( 1 9gA)
30. Lindgren. s u p a note 12, at 36
31 Id at 37
32 Id
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bla~kmail."'~The law does indeed provide this remedy. but the law is
mistaken in doing so.

B. Corrserit
A linchpin of our defense of blackmail is that the blackmailee
comeiirs to this practice. Indeed. the blackmailee may even initiate the
blackmail arrangement. as u.ould be the case uhere he finds that
someone is about to "spill the beans," and he approaches that person.
and offers him money to agree to cease and desist.
Lindgren attempts to disparage the importance of the consent
of the so-called victim of criminal behavior. He states: "Consent is not
a universal bar to criminality. If I buy a product from a price-fixer. the
contract is consensual. Yet I may have been the victim of a criminal
\,iolation of the antitrust Iaivs."'4
Unfortunately. this \leak analysis will not suffice. For here
legal positivism once again raises its ugly head. Lindgren's analysis is
logically predicated upon the legitiinacj. of anti-trust laus. >let he
remains content ith merely mentioning the fact that price fixing and
other such practices are indeed against the present law of the United
States. Just because price fixing is illegal. homvever. is no reason to
believe that it should be illegal. Why should all Imdors not agree to
sell their product at a certain fixed price? If each one alone has a right
to set his own terms of trade. then presumably, they all have a right to
agree to do this in concert. People do not lose their rights just because
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others are similarly exercising theirs." Here, there is indeed consent
between a seller and buyer, but there is no proper illegality.
Secondly, take Lindgren's case of the professor who threatens
to fail a passing student unless he is paid
Lindgren correctly
asserts that "a student ivho gi\.es in to such a threat is consenting to the
contract. The student must think that he can benefit from the contract
or he would not go along."'- The professor has no right to make this
threat because. presumably, it is c o n t r q to the contract he signed ivith
his employer. the uni\.ersity. Here there is consent between the
professor and the student, but not betu.een the university and the
professor. Far from being analogous to the blackmail situation, this is
a case of extortion because the professor has no right to fail the student.
To do so Lvould be a i.iolation of his contract n:ith his employer, as well
as benveen him and the student. The student, in other words: n.hen he
agreed to attend the university. had an implicit, if not explicit,
understanding that he \vould not be treated in this manner. X o such
understanding exists between the blackmailer and the blackmailee.
There is a sharp diyision w;hich must be drawn between the
professor and student. on the one hand. and the blackmailer and
blackmailee, on the other. In the former case there is a contract
betLveen the hvo of them. courtesy of the administration of the college.
It stipulates the grounds upon n-hich the professor may evaluate the
student's lvork. T>.pically,these are confined to quality of term papers
and exams, etc. They most certainly do not include monetary or other
payments from the student to the professor. On the other hand, there

35. For the moral and economic case for legalizing price fixing and other so-called
monopolistjc practices see D O ~ ~ I T.
C .kRh@X4TO,
K
T HE MYTHS OF .4NTITRUST ( 1 972);
D O W Y I C KT. .AR\'iESTANO, AYTITRLST .?AD k4OYOPOL>.: .4S4TO%WOF .4 POLICY FAILERE
(1 982): DOS.ALD.4RMSTRONG. COhPETlTlOS V s . XqONOPOLY ( I 982): W a ! t e r m c k . Ausrrian
,bf0110po!,' Theor?, - A Cririque, 1 J. LIBERTARIAN STL'D., 271 (1977); \$'ALTER W C K ,
.4MESDING THE COMBINES lN\'ESTIG.\TION .ACT (1 982): \+'alter Bkrck, The Tofa1Repeal of
Aiiiiirusf: A Cririqire o f B o r k , Brozen atid Posner, 8 REV. .4USTRIAN ECON. 3 1 (1994);
E\IURR&Y N.ROTEBARD,V.4S ECOTO\W , W D STATE ( 1 962): HANS-HERLM-S HOPPE;'THE
ECONOhflCS .AND E THICS OF PRIV.4TE PROPERTY: STUDIES IN POLITICAL ECONOMY .AND
P HILOSOPHY ( 1 9 9 3 ) .

33. Id.
31. Id. at 38

36. Lindgren, supra note I?. at 38.
37. Id.
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is no existing contract behveen the blackmailer and blackmailee. They
meet as total strangers, unconnected to each other n-hether by contract
or by a third party intermediary (such as the college).
But suppose that this ~verenot the case. Presume, that there is
a prior contract between the blackmailer and blackmailee. Yamely, the
blackmailee had paid the blackmailer not to engage in this practice uith
regard to him. Then, the act of blackmail should be illegal. But this
\ ~ o u l dnot be because there is anything intrinsically illicit about
blackmail: it would stem from the fact that there \vas a prior contract
between them banning such acti\,ity. In like manner: There is nothing
untoward about my selling your son a motorc\-cle. But if I had
previously agreed not to do so and v,xs paid by you for this purpose,
and I did so anyvay, then my sale of a motorcycle to your son n.ould
be rendered illegitimate.
Lastly, Lindgren offers the case of the robber‘s threat: “Your
money or your life” and contends that this. too: is “a bargain rvhere a
l’ictim usually stands to gain by consenting.”” Once again, hoLvever,
the analogy with blackmail fails. In the latter case. if the blackmailer
has a right to carry out the threat. he has a right to make the threat. The
obvious question is, does a robber have the right to carry out the theft
of his \.ictim’s hard-earned mons\-? To ask this question is to answer
it. The reply must surely be that the robber has no such right. If not,
from ivhence does the right to make this threat arise? Ansu.er: it does
not. The victim consents to the extent that given the choices offered
him he “freely” chooses one of them, say, his life instead of his money
(and his life). But the robber had no right to impose this on him in the
first place! In contrast: the blackmailer had every right to speak out
freely about the blackmailee‘s secret.

Lindgren then focuses on the relationship behveen blackmail,
illegality and immorality.” He claims that the first should fit in the
38. Id.
39. Id. at 38-30.
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second category because it is an aspect of the third. To an extent he is
correct. There is indeed a complex, but close. inter-relationship
between the illegal and the immoral: @\.en that blackmail is immoral,4c
it is reasonable to ask if it should be illegal as \yell.
Our position is that only those immoralities Lvhich constitute
“border crossings‘‘ of person or property should be prohibited by law;
those that do not. should not be prohibited. For example. murder. rape.
arson and kidnaping are undoubtedly immoral; hon.ei.er. they should
be proscribed by law not for that reason but because they constitute an
infringement of the person and property rights of other people.
It also might be contended that the blackmailer takes another‘s
property. and this practice therefore ought io be illegal. if I am to be
consistent nith my ov,m v i e n x But such a stance cannot logically be
maintained. Blackmail no more “takes”‘! property from another than
the baker “takes“ money from his customer in return for bread. In both
the bakery and blackmail cases: there is not a “taking” but rather a
voluntary trade m.hich \vas mutually agreed upon at the time of sale.
The baker takes money, but he gir.es bread. The customer takes bread,
but he gives money. Both the baker and the customer are satisfied \vith
this deal at the time of sale; othenkke they ~ . o u l dnot agree to it. True:
the baker might ha\,e v,.ished for a higher price and the customer for a
lower one, but despite their misgivings. they agreed to engage in the
transaction.

30. Lindgren sta:es that “Block and Gordcn . . . grant[j . . . the immorality of
blackmail.“ Id. at 58. Tnis is not exactly true. I n Blackiiiail, €.uorfion and Free Speech, our
a,ish \vas merely to d/:iiiipisli between that \$ hich is immoral and that u hich should be
illegal. maintaining all rhe time that \vhile there i s indeed some o\ erlap. there is by no means
a one to one correlation. For the purposes of our analysis. n e wished merely to grant this for
argument‘s sake. not to make an independent claim to this effect. Indeed. our statement. cited
in Lindgren \+asthat ”[bllackmail mu> i5-2ilbe underhwded. e\ it. \icious. reprehensible and
immoral. But that is entirely beside the point. Our concern here is solel) with the question
of the criminal. not moral: status of blackmail.“ Block & Gordon. supra note 1; at 37:
(emphasis added) cited in Lindgren. supra note 12, ar 39. This hardly amounts to a “grant
. . . [ot] the immorality of blackmail,“ as per Lindgren. Lindgren, supra note 12. at 39.
EpST6. TAKINGS: PRIL’TE PROPERTY .AND THE POLVER
4 1. See generalh, RICH.ARD
OF E M ~ E NDOhtAIN
T
( I 985).
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It is precisely the same with the blackmailer and blackmailer.
The former agrees to keep his silence for a fee. and the latter agrees to
pay money for this s e n i c e of forebearance. It cannot be denied the
blackmailee wishes that the blackmailer n ould take less money for this
service. or that he had never ferreted out the blackmailee‘s secret in the
first place, but the blackmailer has s i m i l a misgivings: for his part, he
14 ishes the blackmailee \$‘erericher. or more n.orried about the secret
being bruited about, so that he, like the baker. could charge more.
S o w consider the list of things that are nidely considered
immoral, but which patently do tior constitute initiatory violence or
theft: “illicit” drug use. p o m o p p h y . atheism, gambling,
homosexuality. smoking.” fomication. sodomy, adultery. masturbation,
o\sreatIng. laziness. dh’orce: the list goes on and on.43 Would
Lindgren advocate a legal ban on all of these actions? If so, then he is
at least logically consistent. If not. how can he fa\ or the outlawry of
blackmail. For gossiping, ivhich surely desen es inclusion on this list
of Immoralities, is the only thing threatened by the blackmailer.
Lindgren’s treatment of lying. something that is “seriously
immoral but not illegal,”’J is far more reasonable. He maintains that
lying per se, no matter how immoral. should not be legally forbiddzn.
Insofar as lying amounts to fraud, or the?. hoix ever. then it should be
outlalved. This is exactly our position. Similarly, he states, “At
common law. one type of blackmail. a threat to [improperly] accuse of
sodomy, was punished under the crime of robbery.””
Again. there is no dispute benx een us -with the exception that
Gordon and I called this act extortion, ??orblackmail, since no one has
a right to falsely accuse someone of a crime.“
42 The inhalation of cigarene fumes nhich dfects only the smoker himself, mahing
no reference to “secondhand smoke.“ M hich may i n h n g e on the nghts of others
43 The Mormon religion proscnbes dnnking tea and coffee on moral grounds
44 Lindgren, supra note 12, at 40
45 Id
4 6 The same analysis applies to Lindgren’s example of the unionist who “threat_ens
to call a strike unless he IS gi\ en a personal pa) oii *’ Id ar 4 I (quorrng James Li@gren,
Lnraieling f h e Paradox ofBlackmai1, 84 COLLW L R E V 670, 672 (1984)) Again. even
assuming the legitimacy of unions (for an altemam e LieR see U aherglock, Labor Relarions,
h o n s and Collecti\ e Bargaining .4 Polrircul Economic Ana!isis, 16 J SoC POL AYD ECON.
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Lindgen sees minimization of “harm, disutility or
inefficiency”‘“ as the main legal desiderata. In contrast, I maintain that
justice is the essence of law and that justice. in tum. consists mainly of
protecting persons and property against violent incursions. But this he
characterizes as a ‘‘novel approach of requiring violations o f
independent rights.”” If our approach \$.as indeed “novel,” so be it.
But this is far too complimentary to Gordon and myself. Lindgren
seems unan’are of any legal philosophical tradition other than the
utilitarian, but actually there is one, and n e are but humble followers
in this libertarian or natural rights vineyard.” To the extent that our
contribution \\.as“no\.el,” it is not 133th regard to this perspecti1.e itself.
only u.ith applying it to blackmail.

D. LysingOther People ’s “Chips‘‘
Lindgren now reiterates his o n n positi1.e theory of blackmail
and criticizes our rejection of it. His l i e w is that the blackmailer, in
effect. steals information (bsnefits from information that is not his) and
is, hmse. a thief. To put this thought into our terminology. Lindgren
in ~ 2 - 2 : : ZSS=I?S ?hex IC t L - 1 ~no w c h ih-ng as mere blackmail: all
blackmail is extortion.
\%hat information is it that the blackmailer illicitly utilizes? It
is the information that Xvould ha\ e gone to a third party. such as the
blackmailee‘s “spouse. or employer, the authorities. or even the public

S TUD. 1 7 7 ( I 99 1 )) the labor leader still has no right to do this. If he h a s no right to do it. he
has no right to threaten it. Such an act ought to be criminalized. because i t is illicit extortion,
not legitimate blackmail.
1 7 . Lindgren. s i q m note 12. at 39.
48. Id.
49. Tbis refers to natural rights. For more information on this topic see HOPPE, supra
note 7; !dLRRAY N. ROTHBARD, F O R A S E W L IBERTY (1973); MURRAY ?!. ROPB.ARD, T HE
ETHICSOF L IBERTY ( I 982). See a k o Tibor R. Machan. LaM,, Jusrice and h‘arural Riglirs, I4
OKTARIO
L. REV. I 19 (I 975); Tibor R. Ma,chan, Prima Facie versus .Vatur-al (Human)
Rights, 10 J. VALUEiNQUlRY 119 (1976); Tibor R. Machan, .4 Reconsiderarioti of.4’arural
Rights Theot?. 19 AM. PHIL. Q. 61 (1982); Tibor R. S4achan; Jusrice, Seifund A’arural Rights,
in MORALITY & SOCIALIKJUSTICE:
POIST!COLYTEWOIXT
(James Sterba ed., 1995).
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at large.’’50This “involves the . . . misuse of a third party‘s lei.erage for
the blackmailer’s own benefit.““ The blzckmailer is suppressing the
wife’s right to leam of her husband’s philmdering or the police force‘s
right to discover the blackmailee‘s crime.
The mistake here is not hard to sse. Neither the urife nor the
police have any right to force the blaclmailer to noti@ them of the
secret behavior in question. Given that ~ n e ydo not: the blackmailer
cannot logically be guilty of stealing anJthing from them. Because
there is no one else from n.hom the b l a c h a i l e r could steal. he caiiiiot
be guilty of theft. Lindgren characrsrizes the foregoing as the
blackmailer “bargaining m.ith the state‘s (or the n.ifee‘s)chip.“” Strictly
speaking, this assertion is not true. The blackmailer. to use Lindgren‘s
someivhat misleading metaphor.” is dsalL~g\i.ith his o i t x chip, that is:
his knon:ledge of the husband‘s philandering or the blackmailee’s
crime. not with the kno\vledge of the v,.ife or the police: because so far
they lack such knon.ledge. These people might be better off if they
mere Rotified of the actions of the husband (criminal), but because they
h a w no right against the blackmailer to this information, all such
conjecture is beside the point.
Lindgren asserts that the “threatener does not have a sufficient
personal stake in the potential dispute ben\,een the tortfeasor and the
tort i k t i m so that he may effectively settle that dispute through
b I ackm ai 1.“54
But \\rho can determine n-ho has enough of a “stake” in any
oix’en case to be able to legitimately act’? Lindgren certainly fails to
offer any criterion upon the basis of n.hich that question could be
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answered. All this talk of stake holding is beside the point in any case.
The issue. the O / I ( I . issue, is u.hether the \i.ould-be blackmailer came by
his information in a legitimate manner, that is. \j.ithout the use of
initiatory violence against person or property. If he did, then he has the
right to use it in any manner deemed suitable by him.
Lindgren now takes Gordon and me to task for our failure to
distinguish more h l l y betu7een “suppressing information and releasing
it.’’55 He waxes eloquent about the greater importance of the latter,
noting that the first amendment to ths Constitution focuses on it.
H o w e ~ e rthe
. fcrmer is also important on Constitutional ,orounds.” and
even has its oisn amendment - theFifth - dedicated to it.
.\nother difficulty is that the blackmailsr by no means
suppresses a crime. He merely ~.eli.aiiufrom telling the police about
it: an entirely different matter. True suppression ivould consist of the
blackmailer foi-ciblj. silencing a n.ould-be ”stool pigeon” \vho isas
about to tell all to the police. Xeedless to say, nothing like this is done
by the blackniailer: or is e\.en claimed by Lindgren. or anyone else.
There is no doubt a diffsrence behx.een suppressing information
and releasing it. But is it a i-elei.al?tdifference’? I think not. The
essence of our defense of the blackmailer is that he threatens no more
than he has a right to actually do. And \\.hat. precisely, does this
consist of? In my I-ien,he can legitimately eirher tell the secret of the
blackmailee (should he refuse to pay up) or keep the secret if a payment
is mads. Eirliei- m e is entire]). Iqitimate. So \x-hy sl:oiild a distinction
be made b e t n e n these t n a acts. both of ivhich fall undsr the rubric of
legitimacy for blackmail?

-

50. Lindgren, supm note 12. at 4 I
51. Id.
6 2 . Id. at 42.
53. There is nothing a-ronp nith rhe use of iialogy. metaphor, examples, per se..a
\.iew Lindgren mistakenly taxes us \vith. Id. If there \\=e somerhing intrinsically problematic
about this mode of argumentation, we too are guilty of violating the smcture. But argument
in This form is only ofhelp in clarifS.ing ideas; it canno: substirure for rhe required reasoning.
This is precisely where Lindgren fails: he allo\vs his tzik of ”chips“ to obscure the real issue:
that these third parties (the wifee:the police) have no rip?>:apainsr rhe blackmailer such that he
must tell them the secret.
54. Id.
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If Lindgren started off on the u m n g foot. the same. happily.
cannot be said for Campbell. On the contrary, she begins by
specifically disa\ oiving any intimate connection betn een immorality

t

L
i

55
56

Id at 41-43
\or that this i s particulzrl! germane t o our inquirq
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and disutility on the one hand, and criminalization on the other."
Sharply distinguishing herself from Lindgren, she instead follows Eric
X4ack,'' who argues that if immorality and disutility are not sufficient
for the criminalization of boycotts: they should fail with regard to
blackmail as urell.'9
Further, she correctly repudiates Robert Nozick's60 notion that
blackmail is "unproductive."" In additim, she properly maintains that
even if a commercial agreement is indeed "non productive," it should
still not be
This concept is entirely in keeping with the
\.iew expressed in Blachail. Extortion and Free Speech, that the only
things that should be prohibited by la\l- s-;e uniniited border crossings,
~ . h e t h e ragainst a person or his p r i r z e propeny.'3 Since lack of
"producti\.eness""l is an entirely sepzrate rrimer, it should not be
sanctioned by the lall-.
But then, unfoflunately, \\.hen she turns her attention to ths
~ ~ loses her way.
efforts on blackmail under c o n s i d e r a t i ~ n .she
She begins by putting our argument in the form of a syllogism:
1. If one threatens to do ii.hat one has a n=..
o'nt to do. 2x2 :!;z
threat is permissible and should be legal.
2. If something is only a permissible threat. then it also
should be legal.
3. Blackmail is onl!. threatenkg to do whst one has a right
to do. Therefore,
3 . Blackmail should be legal.'5

57.
58.
59.
60.
6I.
62.
63.
64.
an injustice,
65.
66.

Campbell wpra noie 13: at S15.
Eric h . l a ~ . - / nDeferus q f B l n c k r ~ ~ a i41
/ . P HI L . STLD.274 (1982).
Campbell, siipra note 13. at 885.
ROBERT h'OZICK. ?\K.:RCHY. STATE A.\D L'TOPI.1 ( 1 974).
Campbell. siipra note 13. at 885.
Id.
/
See gerieral!\, Block & Gordon, sirpro note 1 .
,4nawful lot of lazy people ~ o u l dbe incarcerated under such a legal code. w e ! y
even though sloth may be immoral,
Id.
Campbell, siipra note 13, at 886.
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This appears reasonable enough. HoLl-ever, on the basis of this
characterization, her criticism is that Gordon and I merely assumed the
first premise. but offered no arguments in its behalf, and that -'the third
premise is false..'6q
She is draum to this conclusion on the basis of her distinction
betil-een an offer and a threat: "[Tlo distinguish legitimate economic
exchanges from cases of blackmail one must disre,oard the threal
involved and look carefully at the offsr.""
Her point is that blackmail passes muster on the basis of thc
former consideration - one point in our favor - but fails on the lattei
- a point against us. Unfortunatel\,. pre\ ious discussions ha1.c
focused on the threat issue. Lvhich, she agrees lvith us. canno
illegitimate blackmail: they ha1.e. ho\\ e i er. ignored the offer question
the supposed Achilles' heel of our case. She ts~lllnow rectify thi
imbalance and thereby indicate our error."
As she sees things. blackmail offers not a legitimate choice, bu
rather a coerced choice:
F v the yurpcsees of m y argument. an offer is 'coercive' if
the offeror creates a coerced cnoice Ior the offeree.
Someone is the \.ictim of a coerced choice if he has to
choose betxveen tw.0 things. both ofn.hich he had a right to
before the offeror came on the scene. For example. sone
person \-[ictim] has a right to both X (his mane>.) and Y (his
secret).
The person making the offer. call him
B[lackmailer], has a concurrent right to Y (in the case of
blackmail, the blackmailer has the right to publish true
information about the \-ictim). B is attempting to force V to
choose bebyeen relinquishing his (V's) right to either X or
Y. The important thing to notice is that an offer is coercive
only in the case that it creates a coerced choice. and

67. Id.
68. Id. at 887.
69. Id.
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regardless qf 11hethei- or H O T thar choice in linked uith a
pel-missible or ii~per~~iissrble
illrect.-'
There are problems here.
First, there is an oi,er-determina:ion, or a conflict, in rights. It
\<.auld appear that both B and 1' o\vn the secret. This cannot be, given
that each one's use is inxmpatible ii-ith that of the other. If V
maintains his secret (along nith his money) he will preclude B from
using it. By stipulation. hon.e\.er, B is (also) an ouner of Y. That is,
B has a right to speak freel\- about \T's secret. .Mtemati\.ely: this can
be stated using an internal self-contradiction in Campbell's model. B
both has. and has not: the right to use ihis secret for his ov,n benefit.
He may do so because the "B[lackniailer]. has a concurrent right to Y
(in the case of blackmail. the blackmailer has the right to publish true
information about the lktini).*'-' But i r is also true that he may not,
since to do so isauld be to "create a coerced choice," a legal
impsi711i ssi b i I i t j r for Canipbsl 1 .
States Campbell:
In the case of blacknail. the \.ictim has hx'o rights but the
blackmailer also has a right to one of the things the \.ictim
has a right to. i.e.. :he information. Since one of the
\'ictim's rights happcns to be wmething to \vhich the
blacklnailer slso has a right. the blacknlaiier asks (forces)
he \.ictim to choose Smveen his Sghts [his money or his
secret] . . . or suffer the consequenccs of non-compliance."

I submit that this is confiising. How can tm'o different people
both ha1.e a right to the same thing?" And if they, somehow, both do,

70. Id at 888.
71. Id
71
ld. at 8 9 - 9 0 ,
73. T n o people can no more haie an incompatible right to the same thing than two
people can occupy the same space at :he same time. The latter is a contradiction of physics
(and of the l a w of language - j f m o people are both in Boston, for example, proper speakers
o f the English language u o u l d haie to deny that this city constitutes just one "space"), the
former is the denial o f a coherent legal s! stem. The o"n?.
of laiv is to determine n.hich of
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how can it be determined nhich one is Lvrong in exercising his right?
Why in any case pick on the poor blackmailer, gil-en that his claim is
as valid as any other?
Second, this is a distinction lvithout a difference. It is all well
to sa). that a threat and an offer are unequal, but operationally they
come do\vn to precisely the same thing. Campbell's notion to the
effect that blackmail is innocent of a coerci\,e fh-eat.but guilty o f a
coercive ? f e r , thus cannot be maintained.
Third, this legal analysis falls prey to the ieductio ad absurdum.
Suppose that l f r . C has 5500 in his pocket and is taking part in an
auction. \<.herehe has just offered a high bid of 5400 for a painting.
The auctioneer has brought the ga\;el dowx t\vice and is about to bring
it doivn a third time indicating a final sale. \Then along comes Mr. D,
with a bid of S500. Assuming that D had not come along and that no
other person would make a bid. then as soon as the cGavel
'
came down
for the third time C had a right to the painting plus the S 100 still in his
pocket. Ho\vever, n,hen D comes along and bids. say. S499, then C
must give up either the painting, or the extra 5100: he cannot keer
both, even though absent D he xvould have been so entitled. According
to the logic of Campbell's presentation. D has created a coerced choice
for C. C now "has to choose between bvo things. both of lvhich he hac
a right to before the offeror (D) came on the scene."-' only one 0'
which he can now have. Therefore. D's acti\.ities are equivalent tc
blackmail, and should be proscribed. forthwith. I submit that thii
would be a highly problematical finding for any rational court.
Yet another contradiction arises in Campbell's analysis. Shc
asserts that the third premise she attributes to us ("Blackmail is on11
threatening to do what one has a right to do") is false.'' The clea
implication, here, is that the threat uttered by the blackmailer is ai
inpermissible one. Later she appears to contradict this, asserting: "Thl
two (or more) people has a right IO something. To say that they both do is to gi\.e up on th
task. The task of Solomon, the judre; was to determine which of t n o women had the right t
rear the baby. Suppose he had concluded that both did. and not on a half time basis eithe
We would conclude that he had not discharged his judicial responsibility.
74. Campbell, supra note 13, at 888.
7 5 . Id. at 886.
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offer in the case of b;achnail joins a coerced choice and a permissible
threat . . . . Permissible threat: you ha1.e a right to threaten to tell my
secret."'6 Here, the clear implication, nay, the explicit statement, is that
the uttered threat by the blackmailer is apermissible one. Further on
she once again reverses field and retums to her first point: "[I) should
now be obvious that Block and Gordon's premise, that blackmail is just
a permissible threat, is false."-' Well, if it is false that the threat is
permissible. then it must be true that it is impermissible. So we trai.el
from the impermissible to the permissib!? and back once again to the
impermissible. All of this, to say the least. is rather confusing.
But the difficulties ha1.e by no means come to an end.-y
Campbell now attempts to smuggle in "unfair trade practices. such as
pri\.ate monopolies and usurious interest rates" under the rubric she has
so painstakingly created for blackmail." It v+.ouldappear that those
\\.ho sell goods or services in the absence of enough competitors to
satisfy Campbell, andi'or \vho charge interest rates deemed to be
excessive by her, are also guilty of offering "a coerced choice," and
thus limiting "our ability to contract freel\,."":' Because members of a
. .
capltdis: S<Li<;;; ;c ir.::;.ssted in protc;::;g
I!:?:
:>j!;
:a ":2z:;-xr
fi-eely," we are justified in declarins illegal those contracts duly entered
into Lvith fewer than the required number of competitors or at too high
interest ra res. ''
But where, in these m.0 cases, are the t\vo things that the victim
has the right over, under circumstances where the monopolist or usurer
is demanding one of them? That is to say, Campbell has not shown
that a buyer has any rights against a single seller that he would not have
against this person had there been more competitors. Right now,
Wendy's is but one of many sellers of fast food burgers. They sell a
meal at, say, $5. Were they to raise their price to S 10, they might lose

76. Id.at 889.
77. Id.
78. For a critique of Campbell's exegesis of the Ra\r-lsian position applied to
blackmail see NOZICK, stpro note 60.
79. Campbell, supra note 13, at 892.
80. Id.
81. Id.
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customers to their competition. but no one could ha1.e a le=Oitimate case
against them for "overpricing." since each person can. in a free society,
set Lvhateyer price they \vish on their o\vn goods or sen-ices.
Now suppose that all other pun'eyors of fast food decide to
leave the industry and that no one else enters. \Vendy's is now the only
seller. They continue to market their meals for S10. Campbell now
\vould claim they are 1-iolating customers' rights, ivhen before, at the
same S10 price, she v70uld not have made this claim. And it is the
same ivith usury. In a free society. people have a right to place
a.hatevor \.slue they nish on their loanable funds. When they do so,
they do not steal anl-thing from their \r4lin,o borrolvers. In the absence
of any specific theft from a customer for charging high prices or
interest rates. these examples do not fit at all \vith the modality created
by Campbell for blackmail. TJ'orse. there is another logical
contradiction lurking in the undergro\\?h. If capitalism implies the
right to freely contract, how can priyate monopolistic, or usurious
contracts be incompatible lvith that right'? How can contracts be
broken. or not permitted in the first place. in the name of the right to
mliKx~fT:.sd>"?
C O N CLU SION

Squirm and hvist and tum as they may, the critics of legalizing
the blackmailer's actionss2 cannot ignore the fact that he threatens
merely \vhat he has a right to do.s3 If he should not be incarcerated for
doing it. it is scarcely logical that he be penalized in this way for
merely threatening it, or offering to stop it for a fee, or agreeing to
cease and desist at the request of the blackmailee. Ye\.ertheless, the

82. See C q p S e l l , supra note 13: Lindgren. supra note 12; NOZICK, s~rpranote 60,
Richard A. Posner, BlacLniail, Prn.ac?, and Freedom oyCorirract, 141 U.P.4. L. REV. 181 7
(1993); Richard Epgtein, Blacknlall, lnc., 50 L'.CHI. L. REV. 553 (1983) and James Gindiren,
Chraveling rlie Paradox ofBlackmal1, 84 COLUM. L. R EV . 670 ( 1 934).
33. If you object to this. you must think Michael Jordan. Bill Gates, Mike Tyson.
Madonna and Woody Allen should all be incarcerated for the crime of selling their services
at very high prices.

logic of the foregoing is precisely nvhat is ignored by those n.ho
ad\-ocate legal proscription.
It may be of interest to speculate ivhy our detractors \+rould
o\,erlook this point. One theory is that the prohibition of blackmail is
hoary with tradition. Blackmail has been against the law for so long
that commentator's first instinct is to attempt to find explanations for
this state of affairs. and by the very nature of all such efforts, they soon
enough come to resemble attempted justifications. There is perhaps
something to be said for this h>pothesis: but one must have
reservations about it. The analysts involved in this controversy are
hardly noted for slavish devotion to tradition. On the contrary, they are
keen and insightful and ha\-e blazed far too many new paths to get
caught in this sort of historical rut.
Another possibility is that their dedication to economic fi-eedom
and to pri\.ate property and contracts.'4 althoush notable in several
cases, does not stretch all the u'ay do\J.n to the core of their
philosophical systems. A t least in the case of blackmail, they are no
longer n.illing or able to apply the same principles of individual rights
mrhich earmarks so much of their intellectual contributions. If so. they
are at sea Lvithout a rudder, at least in this case. Once one loses sight
of the proper basis of criminality - a violation of person or property
right through initiatory force - anything goes.

84.

I

For an interpreration of la* as contract see Bruce 1.Ben&

a Social Coiitr-aci:ftilernariotial Coi71mercia/Lair.. COSST. POL.ECOS.

Cusioinajy Law as
2 , 1-27 ( I 992).

